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OVERVIEW
Olivia Mapes is an Associate in the Firm’s Corporate Department. Her practice
focuses on mergers and acquisitions, financing transactions and corporate
governance matters, with substantial experience representing private equity,
private and public company clients.
Olivia is experienced in drafting and negotiating various transaction documents
including asset and stock purchase agreements, equity documents, employment
agreements, third-party consents and other ancillary documents. She also counsels
clients on entity formation and coordinates the due diligence and closing process
including the preparation of the diligence report, disclosure schedules, and contract
summaries.
Prior to joining the Firm, Olivia was an Associate in the Corporate department of a
large firm in Cleveland, Ohio. During law school, she was a legal extern at the
world's largest privately-held spirits company.

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE
Represented BMC – The Benchmark Management Company, LLC in a merger of “co-equals” with Pyramid Management
Holdings (“Pyramid), two companies in the hospitality and hotel management business. After the merger transaction, the
combined Benchmark Pyramid hotel management business became the third largest independently managed hotel
management company in the U.S., with a worldwide portfolio of 210 properties and annual operating revenue under
management of more than $3 billion. Concurrently with the merger transaction, Benchmark consummated a
recapitalization and reorganization transaction pursuant to which Benchmark’s parent company obtained subordinated
debt provided by Certares-Knighthead (“CK”). The proceeds of the CK facility were primarily used to redeem
Benchmark’s then current preferred equity investor – Colony Capital – and to provide liquidity to etc Venues, which is a
Benchmark affiliate that manages and operates conference, event, training and other venues throughout the world. In
addition to the financing with CK, the transaction also required the consents or amendments to credit facilities of various
parties to the transaction, including Ares as the primary lender to Pyramid and Gulf Capital, which provided a “main

street loan” to Benchmark.
Represented a private equity firm in several equity and debt transactions, including acquisition of portfolio companies in
the eyewear, beverage, and mechanical contracting industries, and assisted with its subsequent related rollup
acquisitions and sales.
Represented a NYSE-listed aerospace company in its acquisitions and divestitures of various U.S. and international
companies.
Represented a family-owned company in the $1 billion sale of its casino to MGM.
Represented a producer of advanced automotive steels and electrical steels in its joint venture for approximately $700
million.
Represented a minority owner in the sale of his interests in a jet-ski and watercraft business to a majority owner,
including drafting and negotiation of the equity purchase agreement and preparation of disclosure schedules.

PROFESSIONAL & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
American Bar Association

EDUCATION
J.D., University of Miami School of Law, 2016
B.A., with honors, The University of Chicago, 2013
Study Abroad – Barcelona, Spain and Buenos Aires, Argentina

ADMISSIONS
Florida
Ohio

